
Agenda of the 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 

Undergraduate Student Senate 

 
Speaker Fox           1835th Regular Meeting 

Zoom Meeting            February 3rd, 2021 at 6:00 PM 

 

1. Call to Order:  

2. Announcements:   

3. Roll Call:  

4. Approval of the Minutes: 

5. Officer Reports: 

a. University Student Trustee Scalona studenttrustee@umass.edu: 
b. President Epstein sgapresident@umass.edu: 

Hi everyone! Happy first week of spring semester! Happy aquarius szn! I hope 

you're all staying safe and healthy and your classes are going well! <3 

Meetings: 

* Pass/Fail policy meeting with MJ Peterson, Speaker Fox, Chair Carino, & 

Secretary McKenna and a second one with CICS Associate Dean Wileden and 

CNS Associate Dean Elizabeth Connor 

* Three Student Union Management Board meetings, 2 to discuss policies, 1 to 

discuss room 355 

* Two Spring Implementation meetings-- discussed public health concerns & 

protocols, move-in, communication to students, face-to-face classes, and the use 

of the green checkmark. Move-in is going well, fairly low numbers of positive 

cases for on-campus students moving in (as of last Thursday) 
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* Field trip with Land Acknowledgement team to see where the best physical 

location would be 

* Met with GSS leadership to check-in 

* Met with VC BHL with Speaker Fox to discuss move-in, UMPD, stay at home 

advisory's impact on student services, operational postures communication, amd 

res hall security 

* Attended Secretary McKenna's meetings with the Craft Center, Art Gallery, and 

Center for Student Businesses 

* Attended the joint legislative and executive branch leadership meeting where 

we discussed our racial justice plans and plans for the semester 

* Met with GSS President Justin Burch, Secretary Abramson, and Secretary 

Montilla to further plan the Land Acknowledgement events 

* Met with Lydia and Speaker Fox about student group travel/ COVID guidelines 

for their events 

* Met with Secretary Abramson and Chair Dacey to discuss finances for buying 

locks for RSO lockers in the Student Union 

 

Projects/ Others: 

* Social Justice Gen-Ed: I've continued to work on the Social Justice Gen-Ed 

motion and presentation with the preventing racism task force of the RJC and 

cosponsors of the motion. I held a meeting to address concerns and questions 

about the motion a couple of weeks ago and answered questions as they came up 

in the Slack. 

* SLSO: Met and worked with Attorney General Latimer-Ireland, Speaker Fox, 

Secretary McKenna, Attorney Stark, Attorney Manzanares, President Burch, VC 

BHL, and Sid Ferriera about concerns regarding the UMass Office of General 



Counsel's involvement in the SLSO staff attorney search and communications 

with SLSO 

* Continued Title VII edits (s/o to Secretary Abramson, Secretary McKenna, 

Attorney General Latimer-Ireland, Senator Collins, Chair Jensen, Secretary 

Lechowicz, and Senator Patel for all their work on this!!) 

* Associate VC of Equal Opportunity Search: I attended all 3 finalists' interviews 

for the AVC of EO and submitted feedback. 

c. Vice President Chang sgavicepresident@umass.edu: 
d. Speaker Fox sgaspeaker@umass.edu: 

Hello everyone and happy first week of the Spring 2021 semester! I hope that you 

all are doing well, staying safe, and if you are back on campus, let's schedule our 

COVID tests together! I have been keeping myself busy with getting SGA set up 

for a productive next couple of months. I have focused work on ESO operations 

and messaging to RSOs should be sent by SEL regarding programming and 

COVID procedures this week. I have worked on getting elections in order by 

informing the commission of the timeline and guidelines for operating a primarily 

virtual process. I have worked with legislative and executive members on getting 

our racial justice plans published to the student body and I have been working on 

my own goals laid out in the office of the speaker plan. I have had preliminary 

meetings about SGA dialogue programs that we would like to create the 

framework for this year and future SGA sessions. Another important issue that I 

have been involved with concerns SLSO and their current staff attorney hiring 

process that Attorney General Latimer-Ireland will explain in a COTW. I have a 

meeting this week with VC BHL and Chancellor Subbaswamy to discuss SLSO. 

Please reach out to me if you have any questions or if you would like to learn 

more about the various meetings/projects I am involved with.  
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e. Associate Speaker Gandhi sgaspeaker@umass.edu: 
Hi everyone! Hope your semester is off to a great start :) The past few weeks have 

been pretty slow. I attended three interviews for the Assistant Vice Chancellor of 

Equity and Inclusion and submitted my feedback. I attended a preliminary 

meeting about Intergroup Dialogue within the SGA.  

f. Chief Justice (if requested) sgajudiciary@umass.edu: 
g. Residence Hall Association President rha@sacl.umass.edu: 
h. RSO Council Presidents:  

i. Agency Reports: 

j. Cabinet: 

Secretary Bennett sgapolicy@umass.edu: Hi everyone, I hope you’re doing well. 

- I recently met with a couple of members of the SGA including Attorney General 

Latimer-Ireland and Senator Suchecki to discuss reforming an Amherst housing bylaw which 

could expand housing accessibility for students, and we followed up that meeting amongst 

ourselves with a meeting with Jon Thompson and Ed Smith, housing and health inspectors from 

the Amherst Board of Health to discuss bylaw reform as it relates to health and safety in the 

Amherst area. 

- I have continued organizing in conjunction with PHENOM around national student debt 

cancellation, helping to create PHENOM’s petition which is now live, and I am currently 

working to schedule our next strategy meeting. 

- I have remained engaged with my racial justice plan and the social justice gen ed motion. 

- I have attended cabinet meetings and recently had a one-on-one with President Epstein and 

Vice President Chang to outline goals for the spring semester. 

- I have also been in communication with Chris Dunn, Executive Director of Government 

Relations and Special Advisor to the Chancellor about the UMass system FY22 budget request. 

Secretary Lechowicz sgatechnology@umass.edu: Website Updates: 
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● Finalized preparing the website’s election infrastructure.  This includes the Elections 

page, the Meet the Candidates page, and everything associated with them.  

● Published leadership racial justice plans on our website and created an anonymous 

feedback Google Form that’s linked on the page.  Cabinet and chairs, please let me know 

if I made any mistakes in your entry!  

Meetings: 

● I have continued attending the Chancellor’s Teaching, Learning, Technology and Student 

Success planning group meetings for the Spring semester; now students are back on 

campus, we are debriefing on the status of implementation, particularly around 

designations in SPIRE, hybrid classrooms, and the “one-stop shop” landing page for 

remote learning.  

● I have continued attending meetings with other SGA members about proposed by-law 

revisions to Title VII.  

● I have been working with the rest of the co-sponsors on the Social Justice Gen-Ed motion 

that will be going up before Senate today.  

● I attended a kickoff meeting for the University’s undergraduate P3 planning board, which 

is focusing on the planned public-private partnership for two housing sites along Mass. 

Ave and at North Village. 

Chief of Staff Cohen sgachiefofstaff@umass.edu: Hope everyone had a relaxing break. Finished 

up a couple of projects over break and started others. I finished up my Chief of Staff Racial 

justice plan and started work on getting office hours for the SGA office up and running. I also 

sent an email check in to members of the various university boards to check in with them. 

Looking forward to a productive semester! 

Secretary McKenna sgapolicy@umass.edu:  
Secretary Montilla sgadiversity@umass.edu: I worked on changing my bylaws. 

I worked on the RSO bylaws. 
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I worked on the Survivor’s Bill of rights. 

I’m going to be meeting with some of the councils along the Secretary of university policy and 

the Secretary of the Registry. 

I met with the director of cmass and talked about our plans for the semester, including a joint 

event to talk about SGA with more diverse populations. 

And I’ve continued to work and meet with RJC, including work around the social justice gen-Ed. 

Secretary Morel-Paletta sgasustainability@umass.edu: Hi everyone! Happy first week of 

classes. This week I had a meeting with the waste subcommittee. There have been changes in the 

waste system due to switching the UMass compost source. To-go containers are no longer 

compostable and instead only recyclable. Only food waste can be composted. Let me know if 

you have any questions! 

Secretary Abramson sgaregistry@umass.edu: - Working on buying locks for the student union 

(thanks President Epstein and Chair Dacey for all your help!) 

- Getting back into the swing of things for the semester and actively answering emails 

- Continuously working on Title VII revisions; the consensus is that we will be reducing the RSO 

membership requirement to 2; making the RSO application process more communicative, in 

place of its current punitive nature; creating a new student group status called "Acknowledged 

Student Organizations" for unfunded groups to gain quicker access to SEL/SORC help; etc. let 

me know if you have any questions on Title VII revisions! 

Secretary Duddy sgaveteransaffairs@umass.edu: Attending UMass New Student Veterans 

orientation put on by Matt Bachmann. Hoping to have the opportunity to speak to some of our 

new student veterans and open myself to any concerns they may have. Looking to establish 

communication with all student veterans to listen to any issues they have specifically as student 

veterans, and and issues they have just as students. 

Secretary Yee sgapublicrelations@umass.edu: On Monday I met with my two undersecretaries. 

We discussed semester long social media campaigns regarding Senate Updates and some 
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educational campaigns about racial justice. I have submitted the first of many bi-weekly 

newsletters for the campus community and hope to see it published within the next week. If 

you're working on something, please submit it to the form below so I can properly publicize it. 

Newsletter Submissions: https://forms.gle/uoysf4APiHu278vB6 

Secretary Ngo sgafinance@umass.edu: During Winter break I mainly used it to take a break and 

tried to be active on my email. Other than that I worked on my anti-racism plans, and I am 

planning on starting a list of financial resources for RSOs that don't have access to or aren't 

aware of them. 

Attorney General Latimer-Ireland sgaattorneygeneral@umass.edu: Hi all! Happy first week 

of classes - I hope you guys have some good ones for this semester! 

 

Bylaws: 

- Continued working around Title VII with Senator Collins, Senator Patel, Chair Jensen, 

Secretary Abramson, Secretary McKenna, Secretary Montilla, Secretary Lechowicz, and 

President Epstein. 

- Met with Senator Laurent about Title II. 

- Met with Senator DeFranco about Title IV. 

Code of Conduct: 

- Met with a group of interested parties to discuss the code of conduct and what we would like it 

to look like in the future. 

SLSO: 

- The SLSO AC met earlier today (Wednesday, 1/3) and I can provide answers to any 

questions/a quick update on what we discussed. 

- I will be briefly speaking during committee of the whole to provide some updates on where we 

are with SLSO and the hiring of the third staff attorney. I met with VC LeBanc and Sid Ferreira 

about this on Friday. 
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- I will be attending a meeting with President Epstein and Speaker Fox to discuss the situation 

further with VC LeBanc and Chancellor Subbaswamy on Tuesday. 

SBOR: 

- Had a second meeting of the Title IX group working around the Survivors Bill of Rights, 

looking at the potential next steps around that. 

RJC: 

- Continued attending weekly RJC meetings, I will be attending a public safety meeting on 

Friday. 

Misc: 

- Attended the SGA meetings for the candidates for the VC of Equal Opportunity position and 

turned in feedback - there was one candidate that I really liked and hope they get selected. 

- Attended the Facilities, Finance, and HR Spring Planning group and got an update on cleaning 

procedures for campus buildings, dining operations for the Spring semester, and the state of 

campus finances. 

k. Faculty Senate Representative: 

l. ESO Event Representative: 

m. Vice Chancellor’s Student Advisory Board Representative: 

6. Senate Committee Reports: 

Chair Antinori sgaugradexperience@umass.edu: Hi everyone! Hope everyone had a nice winter 

break! USC met once over winter break. At our meeting, we discussed committee and individual 

project goals for the semester. Specifically, I assigned committee members to each RJC task 

force. This semester I also plan on collaborating with RJC to work on improving the 

representation of counselors of color within CCPH as well as update the bylaws to include the 

Secretary of Diversity as an ex officio member of USC. Additionally, Vice Chair Aliana has 

begun coordinating a Matchmaking app to promote mental health for students in the spring. Over 

break, MassPirg and USC decided to collaborate to begin outreaching and gathering student 
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feedback on a Swipe Out Hunger program, which can hopefully get implemented next fall. USC 

have also been in communication with WMUA and Project Connect about getting a covid 

personal testimony podcast series started at the Mullins Center in the spring. Lastly, I have been 

attending the Well-being Wednesday Task Force meetings. 

Chair Carino sgaacademic@umass.edu: Hi everyone! Hope that you’re having a wonderful first 

week of classes. We got pass/fail! Please spread the word and let your constituents know that 

they can use this resource again. AO’s next projects include: iClickers, videos for the center for 

teaching and learning, a panel event on racism in academia, and a more permanent revamp of 

pass/fail. In the next few days we will be finalizing our new meeting time, so if any of this 

projects interest you please let me know! 

Chair Kendall sgaadminaffairs@umass.edu:  
Chair Gabriel sgasojec@umass.edu: Hello everyone! Happy Spring semester, SoJEC will be 

meeting Mondays at 7 pm this semester so pop in if you ever have questions or want to 

collaborate. Currently working on bylaw reviews to hopefully keep antiracism trainings part of 

the SoJEC Chair duties but fairly short report out for today! 

Chair Curto  sgaoutreach@umass.edu: Hi everyone! Happy first week of classes and happy first 

snow of the semester!  Over the break I worked with Bernie on the first steps of the new 

Consultation Policy.  I also worked with Jack from Soundscape Merchandise to get SGA face 

masks for everyone that we all don’t have to pay for.  I am going to work closer with Jenny our 

Sec. of Finance on that. I am also starting the interview process which has just begun!  Thank 

you Krystal for helping to advertise that!  We will also begin working on our committee style 

outreach events so my committee will contact each chair about that!  Other then that we are just 

starting off the semester strong and ODC will be meeting on Thursdays at 7 if you want to come 

work with us! If you have any questions or want to work on stuff please feel free to email me at 

sgaoutreach@umass.edu.  
Chair Rajkumar  sgafinancecommit@umass.edu:  
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Chair Dacey sgawaysmeans@umass.edu: I have been transitioning into this role since being 

appointed by coordinating council last month. Ways and Means started RSO budget voting last 

Monday and over the course of 19 hours(!!!) last week, we got halfway through our biggest 

council: Club sports. We will be voting this week and will be going strong to get through 182 

budgets up until the end of February/early March. HUGE shoutout to Senators Ashe, Harvey, 

Marceau, Rindani, and Wright for dedicating so much time even before the start of the semester! 

Additionally, very grateful to Associate Speaker Gandhi and Chair Curto for volunteering to join 

us this spring! 

This weekend, I met with AA chair Kendall to talk about some SATF and SGA finances. I am 

working with President Epstein, Registry Secretary Abramson, and the finance matrix to work on 

getting student union locks out of our capital expenditures fund and hope to have more updates 

on this by Wednesday 2/3 or next week. I will begin finance Matrix meetings for the semester on 

Thursday 2/4. Please reach out with any questions and good luck with the start of your semester! 

Chair Jensen sgauroc@umass.edu:  
7. SGA Advisor Lydia Washington  lwash@umass.edu: 
8. The Committee of the Whole: 

9. Special Orders: 

2021-SO1 

Motion to appoint Thomas Nguyen and Ayomide Osho to the Elections Commission.  

Sponsored by President Epstein and Vice President Chang 

2021-SO2 

Motion to appoint Julia Curto and Meher Gandhi to the Ways and Means Committee.  

Sponsored by Speaker Fox 

2021-SO3 

Motion to appoint Ivory Moulton to the Undergraduate Services Committee. 

Sponsored by Speaker Fox 
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10. Unfinished Business - Main Motions:  

2020-CC-S2 

Whereas, the majority of Senators and other officers in the UMass Amherst Student 

Government Association (hereinafter “SGA”) are not compensated for their work, and; 

 

Whereas, it is essential SGA officers spend multiple hours a week to complete their roles, often 

in excess of five per Senator and ten for chairs, cabinet members, and other senior officers, and; 

 

Whereas, this work entails the rapt attentiveness and participation at senate meetings, committee 

meetings, advisory board meetings, and through other meetings and work entailed in constituent 

service, and; 

 

Whereas, some officers including SGA undersecretaries were previously offered compensation 

for their work and many other officers who still are today such as SGA Committee Chairs were 

previously allocated a greater number of hours per week in which to complete the work for their 

roles, and; 

 

Whereas, the lack of compensation disproportionately prevents low-income students and 

students of color from being able to dedicate the number of hours necessary to be actively 

involved in the SGA, therefore; 

 

Be it enacted that in accordance with Title II, Chapter 25, Section 1 of the SGA bylaws, the 

UMass Amherst Student Government Association establishes a Select Committee on Officer 

Compensation, and 

 

Be it further enacted that the Committee, composed of the membership listed below, will be 



tasked with investigating the efficacy of different methods of compensation for SGA officers in 

the place of monetary payment and will remain in existence for one academic year. 

 

Senate Select Committee on Officer Compensation Membership: 

11. Speaker of the Senate or their designee 

12. President of the SGA or their designee (ex-officio) 

13. Attorney General of the SGA or their designee (ex-officio) 

14. Secretary of Finance or their designee (ex-officio) 

15. Chair of the Ways & Means Committee or their designee 

16. Chair of the Academic Oversight Committee or their designee 

17. A minimum of four Senators appointed by the Speaker of the Senate 

Sponsored by Senator Suchecki and Senator Collins 

18. New Business - Main Motions: 

2021-S1 

Whereas, this university is a Predominantly White Institution located in the Town of Amherst, 

which was named after Lord Jeffrey Amherst who ordered his troops to 

distribute smallpox-infected blankets used as germ warfare against American Indians; and, 

 

Whereas, acts of racism and discrimination against racial and ethnic minorities have been and 

are continuously perpetrated in Residence Halls, office buildings, and other locations on the 

UMass Amherst campus, and,  

 

Whereas, the 2016 Campus Climate Survey cited data that 40% of undergraduate Black students 

experience unfair treatment, while only accounting for 5% of the undergraduate population; and, 
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Whereas, current university values are already aligned with a commitment to create a more 

diverse, inclusive campus and boasts progressive and revolutionary thinking; and, 

 

Whereas, on July 13th, 2020 the SGA voted to sponsor the demands of the Racial Justice 

Coalition which include the creation of a social justice gen-ed requirements; and,  

 

Whereas, broader societal movements are ever-changing and evolving; adjusting to serve all 

students in a productive and helpful way can ensure that our University offers the most 

comprehensive education possible for our students, and,  

 

Whereas, the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s current general education requirements do 

not adequately address the inequalities endemic in our society, and, 

 

Whereas, the general education requirements merely include an ambiguous “Diversity (DU & 

DG)” requirement that encompasses a variety of courses, many of which fail to address the 

dynamics of socio-economic inequality, prejudice, and oppression that many UMass students 

experience, and, 

 

Whereas, many of UMass’ peer institutions have strong social justice type requirements for their 

students and there is a clear need for UMass to both match this level and push further to become 

a leader in social justice academic requirements, and, 

 

Whereas, having only voluntary options available for engaging with social justice issues 

academically causes only students who recognize their biases/ the importance of these to 

typically take these classes, and, 
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Whereas, a Social Justice General Education requirement enables students to understand an 

array of social justice issues and their intersections that afflict different marginalized groups of 

students more so than they would in a typical DG or DU course, and a social justice gen-ed 

would reinforce and complement information learned in DU/DG classes and,  

 

Whereas, undergraduate students at UMass Amherst would benefit from gaining a 

comprehensive understanding of the historical context and current-day impacts of racism and 

discrimination, ultimately fostering growth in their personal and professional lives and, 

 

Whereas, anti-racism work and resources are quickly moving to the forefront of diversity, 

equity, and inclusion efforts in departments and colleges throughout UMass Amherst and 

comparable educational institutions throughout the United States, therefore,  

 

Be it resolved, the Student Government Association officially recommends that the Faculty 

Senate create a Social Justice General Education Requirement to add to current General 

Education Requirements in order to solidify our students’ understanding of social justice issues. 

All SJ-designated courses must fulfill the following: 

 

1. Be discussion-based and center personal reflection. 

2. Based on reflection and effort put into assignments-- essays, presentations, etc., 

rather than multiple choice. Assignments that encourage introspection. 

3. Each class or discussion section must have 30 students or less. 

4. Discusses specific social justice issues and how they connect to current events, 

individual’s identities, and the bigger picture of how we perpetuate and dismantle 

systems of oppression. 

5. Cannot be fulfilled by AP or IB courses. 



6. Courses are endorsed by the SGA’s SOJEC Committee as well as the Faculty 

Senate Gen-Ed Council in order to be deemed appropriate for SJ distinction. 

7. Certain DU/DG courses may count for SJ, but not necessarily.  

1. In this case, one course can count for both requirements.  

Sponsored by President Epstein, Attorney General Latimer-Ireland, Secretary Lechowicz, 
Secretary McKenna, Secretary Montilla, Senator Bloom, Social Justice and Empowerment 

Committee, Academic Oversight Committee, Chair Gabriel, Vice President Chang, Secretary 
Bennett, Secretary Abramson, Senator Murray, Senator Suchecki, Chair Antinori, Senator 
Harvey, Senator Collins, Senator Barker, Chair Curto, Student Trustee Scalona, Senator 

Rindani, Preventing Racism Task Force of the Racial Justice Coalition 
19. Business Not Anticipated 48 Hours Prior To:  


